




























































(3) En		 of			 	 dat		 hij		 er		 	 zin		 	 in	 heeft!	
And	 if	 	 	 that	 he	 r-pron	 pleasure	 in	 has	
‘For	sure	he	feels	like	it!’	(Aalst,	author’s	dialect)	
(4) Ik	 weet		 nie	 of		 met	 wie	 dat			 Jan	 oan		 et	 proate	was.		







































































(11) a.	*Of	dat	hij		er		 zin		 in		 heeft!	
	 if	that	he	r-pron	 pleasure		 in	 has	
	 b.	Of	 dat		 hij	 er	 	 zin		 	 in	heeft?	

































































(16) a.		 Zé,Valère	 is	doa!		
	 	 	 zé	Valère	is	there		
	 	 	 `Look,	Valère	is	there!’		
	 b.		 Valère	is	doa	zè.  
	 	 Valère	is	there	zè  










(17) 	a.	*Je	 zei	[	 né	 dat	 da	 roare	 was].		




(18) a.	 Né,	 dienen	 medalie		 een		me		
	 	 né		 that		 medal		 have	we		
	 `There	we	are,	the	medal	is	ours.’	
	 	
	
These	data	suggest	that	speech	act	particles	must	be	part	of	a	high	layer	in	the	extended	left	
periphery	of	main	clauses.	Haegeman	and	Hill	(2013)	propose	that	there	is	a	Speech	Act	
Phrase	(SAP)	on	top	of	Rizzi’s	ForceP,	which	can	itself	be	divided	into	two	different	layers.		
	
(19) 	
	
	
Following	Hill	(2007)	they	assume	that	the	lower	layer	is	hearer	related	and	the	upper	layer	
speaker	related.	The	lower	layer	hosts	the	particles	with	a	falling	intonation	contour,	the	
upper	one	those	with	a	rising	contour.	Support	for	this	analysis	comes	from	the	fact	that	
particles	with	falling	intonation	and	rising	intonation	can	co-occur,	as	shown	in	(16d-e)	
above,	but	two	particles	with	rising	or	falling	intonation	cannot	co-occur,	(20).		
	
(20) a.	Né,	men	artikel	is	gedoan	wè	(*zé). 	
	 b.	*Men	artikel	is	gedoan	wè	(*zè)	(né).		
	
Haegeman	and	Hill	(2013:376)	emphasize	that	there	is	a	difference	between	clause	typing	
particles	and	the	particles	they	discuss.	Nevertheless,	even	if	they	do	not	type	the	clause,	
there	is	often	a	connection	between	the	speech	act	particle	and	a	particular	clause	type.	We	
made	a	similar	observation	for	Dutch	hé,	which	selects	the	DE-	clause	type	but	does	not	type	
the	clause	as	DE.	Moreover,	also	hé	is	a	main	clause	phenomenon,	i.e.	it	cannot	occur	in	
embedded	sentences.		
	
(21) *Ik	hoorde	hé	dat	de	bus	aan	halte	5	vertrekt?	
	
Adopting	these	two	layers,	we	can	now	assume	that	DE-questions	with	hé	activate	the	
speaker	related	confirmation	seeking	SAP1-layer,	and	DE-questions	in	their	information	
seeking	role	the	SAP2-layer.	The	tree	in	Fout!	Verwijzingsbron	niet	gevonden.	illustrates	
how	the	entire	prosodic	sequence	in	(1)	is	mirrored	in	the	functional	sequence.		
	
(22) 	
	
Obviously,	this	observation	raises	many	different	questions	and	further	issues.	Still,	the	
parallel	between	the	hierarchy	established	on	prosodic	grounds,	given	in	(1)	above,	and	the	
syntactic	hierarchy	in	(22),	is	striking.	A	more	detailed	study	of	the	syntax-prosody	interface	
may	well	shed	more	light	on	this	intriguing	parallel.		
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